FOOTBALL SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY

The Athletics Department of the University of Houston is offering a Foot- ball Scholarship to qualified students.

The scholarship will cover tuition, fees, and room and board for the 2023-2024 academic year. The recipient will also receive a full suite of athletic benefits, including access to training facilities, coaching, and game opportunities.

Eligibility requirements include a minimum 3.0 GPA and a score of 1200 on the SAT or 27 on the ACT. Additional consideration will be given to students with experience in leadership roles or community service.

Applications can be submitted online through the Athletics Department's website or in person at the University of Houston Athletics Office. The deadline for applications is March 1, 2023.

For more information, please contact the Athletics Department at 713-817-2000.
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If You Were Stranded On A Desert Isle

You'd never starve as long as you were able to obtain milk. Milk is a complete diet in itself.

A quart is equal in food value to three-fourths of a pound of lean ground beef, eight eggs, three pounds of codfish and four pounds of cabbage.

Be sure your diet contains plenty of Scott-Powell Golden "A" Granulated Milk. For a few extra pennies you get more milk, a greater abundance of Vitamins and a flavor that is unequalled.

All Scott-Powell Milk is FRESHER BY A DAY

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3443 WALNUT STREET

Fall Clothes

You will find here the choicest selections of Imported and Domestic Woollens, in every desirable pattern and color. We welcome a Visit from You.

C. T. BARBIERI & CO. Tailors
1111 WALNUT STREET

Fall Scooters

Planos Rented

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3443 WALNUT STREET

Breakfast 7 to 9
Lunchroom 11:30 to 2
Dinner 5 to 7
Sunday 4 to 7:30

TASSEL

One-Piece All-Leather Covers

The Old Way

The TASSEL

Loose-Leaf Ring Binder's have one-piece covers of genuine cowhide that will not wear out. Made in sizes and styles to fit your every need.

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show you the TASSEL assortment.

HOUSTON CLUB 52, Drake Hotel
C. H. GRAMBO, 357 Walnut Ave.
DOLBY & CO., 351 Walnut Ave.
PENN DRUG CO., 370 Woodland Ave.
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The Woman in Bronze
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Eyes Scientifically Examined

"Luis Mark"
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Two Philadelphia Stores
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When You Have an Appointment With a Friend

make your meeting place that comfortable clothiong store in the store of
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When you look around—examine everything you see—ask the clerks anything you

make your meeting place that comfortable clothiong store in the store of

Walter G. Beker

16th & Chestnut Sts.

Philadelphia

Men's Winter Shoes Made in Scotch Grain and Scotch Calf

The King of Loveh

Headquarters for J & M Shoes

For Service and protection in bad weather. Low & High, Single & Double Soles, Brogue Last. Comfortable & Good Looking

Came be lined out of stock where you can read what you buying. Be lined perfectly.

Hugh Cunningham

BOOT SHOP

1027 Chestnut Street

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH FABRICS, IN WONDROUS VARIETY,

MADE INTO FALL SUITS AND OVERCOATS OF THE

N

AND
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The challenge of chapel attendance in our more thrown

to the student body. Present Pennsylvania has recently un-

heisted that chapel services will be conducted daily al 5:30

in the Houston Hill chapel.

This announcement reveals the extent of affairs reached

toward the close of last year, when Dr. Penn's morning

sermons were delivered to an audience of but two men.

Publicity given this fact by downtown newspapers still

ranks in the minds of many, and leaves an unpleasant

memory.

Man is a creature of a thousand fates. Danger lurks in

the unseen development of one or two sides of this tri-

angle of perfection. Physical utilities, educated craves, or

relations banal are the result. Our abilities develop on

one of the triangle—intellectuar corner. The chapel attend-

ance last term is an evidence of the probable lack of de-

velopment of the third.

Chapel is an essential institution of Pennsylvania for

decades, and it is associated with tradition, even as our

tasted walls and historic buildings. Every man is bound to

join with his traditions united with the University, that

loy to it in such a colorful background.

Dr. Penn's going to speak daily before noon to

form a larger number of men less

CHAPEL

The new Wahl Pen is engine-turned black rubber is unlike any fountain pen you ever held. Anyone who writes

will be proud to own a pen of such grace and splendid writing performance. It is so pres-

The man-made with the cost-less grip

will find a Wahl Pen to suit. And as will

the dainty feminine hand. There are sizes

and shapes to suit every man and woman in

college or business.

Wahl Pens made by the makers of Eversharp. It is another leader. The Wahl filling

device fills the pen bribe full of ink every

WAHL PEN

On Sale at Houston Club Store
NEW HEADQUARTERS
AT
3425 WOODLAND AVE.

Owned and Operated by Walter K. Taylor
For the Benefit of
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

College Book & Supply Store

THE
CO-OP

Everything at a Saving and Guaranteed

Has Satisfied 2,127,438 Customers
in the Past 2 Years

WITH

BOOKS
Text Books
Used Books
Fiction Books
General Books
Medical Books
Special Books
Dictionaries
Bibles
Magazines
Law

LABORATORY
MATERIAL
Zoology
Botany
Architecture
Engineering
Medical
Chemistry
Physics (Slide Rules)

MUSIC
Victor Agency
Sheet Music
Orchestrations
Instruments
Victor Records
Tenor-Saxophones
Saxophones
Drums
Strings

EXTRA
Notary Public
Public Stenographer
Penn Repaired
Engraving
Downtown Store
Candy
Corona Portable Typewriters
Rubber Stamps Made
Blank Books
Gold Lettering

SUPPLIES
Pens, Fountain Pens
Pencils
Book Cases
Note Books
Filing Devices
Darts
Stationery
Lexis

DECORATIONS
Haberdashery
Athletic Goods
Seal Lamps
Memory Books
Jewelry
Picture Framing
Pennants
Waste Baskets
Laundry Cases

The College Book & Supply Store
Owned and Operated for the Benefit of the
U. of P. Student

BY
WALTER K. TAYLOR
This Is the Largest Supply House at Penn